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1. Introduction
In this paper I will propose that a certain class of argument wh phrases, namely a possessor
wh phrase, in Kaqchikel (Mayan) can undergo what I will call “non-uniform Merge”: It
is in some cases directly merged into Spec-CP via External-Merge, whereas it undergoes
movement to Spec-CP via Internal-Merge in other cases. I will also claim that the non-
uniform Merge is made possible by the presence of a null resumptive pronoun in Kaqchikel.
The organization of the paper is as follows. In Section 2, I will review some basics of
Kaqchikel and show that one dialect of Kaqchikel uses two distinct possessor wh phrases
to form a possessor interrogative. Section 3 will outline my analysis of possessor interrog-
atives in Kaqchikel. I will then provide pieces of evidence for the proposed non-uniform
Merge. Section 4 will address a problematic prediction that the analysis would make. Sec-
tion 5 will explain the limited distribution of a resumptive pronoun in Kaqchikel.
2. Some Basics of Kaqchikel
Kaqchikel is a member of the K’ichean branch of Mayan languages and spoken in Guatemala
by about half a million people1. Throughout the paper I will focus on a subgroup of the
Patzu´n dialect of Kaqchikel. Kaqchikel is an ergative agreement language with no overt
∗I am deeply indebted to Ana Lo´pez de Mateo, my language consultant of Kaqchikel, for her assistance
and patience with my fieldwork research, and for sharing her language with me. I am also grateful to the
audiences at NELS 42, and Jessica Coon, David Pesetsky and Norvin Richards for stimulating conversations
and valuable comments and suggestions. Nevertheless, all remaining errors and misunderstandings are my
own. All the data of Kaqchikel are drawn from my field notes, unless otherwise noted.
1The paper will use the following phonetic conventions: x = a voiceless alveopalatal fricative, j = voice-
less glottal fricative, tz = a voiceless dental affricate, ch = a voiceless alveopalatal affricate, q is a uvular
stop, b’ is a voiced bilabial implosive stop, and apostrophe = glottal stop (following a vowel) or glottalization
(following a consonant) (Brown et al. 2006). The following abbreviations will be also used: A= Set A (erga-
tive) agreement; B=Set B (absolutive) agreement; CL = proper name clitic; DET = determiner; (IM)PRFV =
(im)perfective aspect, AF = agent focus morpheme, AP = antipassive morpheme.
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case-marking on nouns. All pronominal arguments in Kaqchikel, including subjects, ob-
jects and possessors, may be pro-dropped. The agreement for person and number is head-
marked on the predicate with a set of ergative and absolutive morphemes, which I will
label as (set) A and (set) B, respectively, following the tradition of Mayan linguistics. The
ergative agreement morpheme cross-references transitive subjects and possessors, whereas
the absolutive agreement morpheme cross-references intransitive subjects and transitive
objects. The examples showing these properties are given in (1a) and (1b). We will discuss
possessor agreement shortly.
(1) a. (yı¨n)
(I)
x-e-in-tz’et
PRFV-B3pl.-A1sg.-see
(rje’)
(they)
“I saw them”
b. (rje’)
(they)
x-e-wa¨r
PRFV-B3pl.-sleep
“They slept.”
As shown by the above examples, the order of morphemes in a transitive verbal construc-
tion is Tense/Aspect - Set B - Set A - verb stem. The unmarked declarative word order in
a subset of a Patzu´n dialect (at least in my consultant’s speech) is SVO 2. Kaqchikel is a
wh-movement language (arguably with V-2 effects) 3. Throughout the paper I will use the
glosses for wh phrases given in (2).
(2)
Gloss WH = who/what/which whose
Wh phrase achike achoj / achike
Despite their homophony, I will argue that possessor achike and non-possessor achike are
distinct morphemes. As we will see, the two instances of achike behave differently in var-
ious respects. I will refer to non-possessor achike as general WH. Unless otherwise noted,
achike in the paper refers to possessor achike.
Let us now turn to possessive constructions in Kaqchikel. In Kaqchikel a non-interrogative
possessor follows its possessum, as in the following example. The ergative morpheme
marks the possessor agreement.
(3) R-ixjayil
A3sg.-wife
nu-xb’al
A1sg.-brother
x-φ-pe
PRFV-B3sg.-come
“My brother’s wife came.”
On the other hand, an interrogative possessor, or simply a possessor wh phrase, must pre-
cede its possessum. Let us now introduce two new possessor wh phrases. One type of a
2Despite surface SVO word order, it will be assumed throughout the paper that the underlying word
order of the language is VOS (Brown et al. 2006), which is reflected by the verbal template for agreement
morphemes, following the Mirror Principle (Baker 1985). I will remain neutral about how the SVO word
order in Kaqchikel is derived.
3It will be assumed without further argument that the wh-movement in Kaqchikel targets Spec-CP.
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possessor wh phrase is achoj. As (4) shows4, achoj must pied-pipe a possessum and pre-
cede it due to DP-internal movement (Cinque 1980). It cannot move by itself (perhaps due
to the Left Branch Constraint (Ross 1967)).
(4) a. [Achoj
whose
r-ixjayil]
A3sg.-wife
x-φ-pe
PRFV-B3sg.-come
?
“Whose wife came?”
b. *[R-ixjayil
A3sg.-wife
achoj]
whose
x-φ-pe
PRFV-B3sg.-come
?
c. *Achoj
whose
x-φ-pe
PRFV-B3sg.-come
[r-ixjayil
A3sg.-wife
]?
Consider the other type of possessor wh phrase, achike. In contrast to achoj, it must appear
by itself in Spec-CP in (5). Achike is thus separated from the possessum DP, r-ixjayil, in
post-verbal position 5.
(5) Achike
whose
?(chike
(among
rje’)
them)
x-φ-pe
PRFV-B3sg.-come
[r-ixjayil
A3sg.-wife
] ?
“Whose wife came?”
I will focus on these two types of possessor wh phrases and discuss how their surface
positions are derived.
3. Analysis
In this section I will outline my proposal about the possessor wh phrases in Kaqchikel. I will
then demonstrate that the proposed analysis makes correct predictions about independent
syntactic properties of the two wh phrases.
3.1 Proposal
I propose that achike is directly merged into Spec-CP via External-Merge, whereas achoj
undergoes movement to Spec-CP via Internal-Merge. This is illustrated in (6). In (6a), I
posit a null resumptive pronoun (pro) in the possessor position within DP, which is coin-
dexed with achike. I claim that this coindexation is made possible by the binding of pro by
achike, following a line of analysis such as Cinque (1990), McCloskey (1990) and Rizzi
(1990) among others. Achike thus does not involve movement but only a binding relation
between an operator and its variable: Achike in Spec-CP serves as an operator, and the null
resumptive pronoun acts as a variable. Furthermore, it is assumed that the null resumptive
pronoun receives a Possessor theta role within DP in the manner suggested by Szabolcsi
(1983).
4I will underline the positions associated with possessor wh phrases until we introduce the proposal. This
is intended to remain neutral about the derivational status of the wh phrases
5Note that in the case of achike the speaker’s preference is to add chike rje’ “among them”, although
it seems that its absence does not lead to ungrammaticality. For this reason I will parenthesize the phrase
throughout the paper.
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(6) a. [CP Achikei [C . . . [DP . . . [ proi . . . ]]]], where pro is a null resumptive
pronoun.
b. [CP [Achoj DP]i . . . [C . . . [DP . . . [ ti . . . ]]]]
In (6b), on the other hand, it is argued that since achoj involves movement, the trace/copy
of achoj appears in a DP-internal position. In the following sections I will provide three
pieces of evidence in favor of the proposed non-uniform Merge of a possessor wh phrase.
3.2 Extraction out of PP
Like many other Mayan languages, Kaqchikel has an all-purpose preposition pa. It denotes
at, toward, in, near, and around, depending on the context. (7) is a base-line sentence.
(7) yı¨n
I
x-i-loq’-o’n
PRFV-B1sg.-shop-AP
[PP pa
P
ru-k’ayij
A3sg.-store
ri
DET
a
CL.
Juan].
Juan
“I shopped at Juan’s store.”
Let us now examine how the possessor wh phrases behave with respect to extraction out
of PP. First, consider achoj in (8). Full extraction of DP out of PP is banned. Hence P-
stranding is impossible, as demonstrated by (8b). In order to yield a grammatical output,
the whole PP must be pied-piped as in (8a).
(8) a. [Pa
P
achoj
whose
ru-k’ayij]
A3sg.-store
x-a-loq’-o’n
PRFV-B2sg.-shop-AP
?
“Whose store did you shop at?”
b. *[Achoj
whose
ru-k’ayij]
A3sg.-store
x-a-loq’-o’n
PRFV-B2sg.-shop-AP
[pa
P
?]
The examples in (9) further show that the subextraction of DP out of PP is not possible in
(9b) 6. Here too, the PP as a whole must be pied-piped in (9a) 7.
(9) a. [Pa
P
achoj
whose
ru-k’ayij
A3sg.-store
ru-chaq’araxel
A3sg.-younger
ru-xb’al]
A3sg.-brother
x-a-loq’-o’n
PRFV-B2sg.-shop-AP
(wi)?
(LOC)
“Whose younger brother’s store did you shop at?”
b. ???[Achoj
whose
ru-chaq’araxel
A3sg.-younger
ru-xb’al]
A3sg.-brother
x-a-loq’-o’n
PRFV-B2sg.-shop-AP
[pa
P
ru-k’ayij
A3sg.-store
]?
6See Aissen (1996) (Tzotzil), Coon (2009) (Chol), Imanishi (2012) (Kaqchikel) for detailed discussions
on how the subextraction patterns with multiple possessors are derived.
7Wi appears when locative wh phrases are fronted. In (9a) wi is optional when pa appears with the fronted
wh phrase.
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That the source of the degraded status of (9b) is the PP boundary can be confirmed by the
near-minimal pair for (9b) given in (10).
(10) [Achoj
whose
ru-chaq’araxel
A3sg.-younger
ru-xb’al]
A3sg.-brother
x-φ-a-tz’et
PRFV-B3sg.-A2sg.-see
[ru-k’ayij
A3sg.-store
]?
“Whose younger brother’s store did you see?”
In (10) the possessor wh phrase and the possessum are extracted out out DP, not PP. The
resulting sentence is grammatical, as opposed to the case of extraction out of PP in (9b).
Given the observation, we might be tempted to conclude that extraction out of PP, including
not only full extraction but subextraction of DP, is impossible.
Other considerations, however, might be taken as showing that this generalization is
not correct. Let us now consider achike. (11a) and (11b) seem to show that achike can be
extracted out of PP, in contrast to achoj: Achike is separated from the possessum within PP.
(11) a. Achike
Whose
?(chike
(among
rje’)
them)
x-a-loq’-o’n
PRFV-B2sg.-shop-AP
[pa
P
ru-k’ayij
A3sg.-store
]?
“Whose store did you shop at?”
b. Achike
Whose
?(chike
(among
rje’)
them)
x-a-loq’-o’n
PRFV-B2sg.-shop-AP
[pa
P
ru-k’ayij
A3sg.-store
r-ixjayil
A3sg.-wife
]?
“Whose wife’s store did you shop at?”
Achike thus behaves differently from achoj in terms of extraction out of PP.
With the proposed derivational difference between achike and achoj in place, let us now
address the asymmetry between the two wh phrases. Recall that not only full extraction
but subextraction of DP out of PP is impossible in the case of achoj, while achike seems
unconstrained by the PP boundary. I argue that this asymmetry can be straightforwardly
explained by the proposed non-uniform Merge of a possessor wh phrase in (6). Following
Van Riemsdijk (1978) contra Abels (2003), let us assume that PPs are islands/phases in all
languages: The difference between P-stranding languages and non-P-stranding languages
lies in whether the PP in a given language has an escape hatch. The PP in Kaqchikel does
not have an escape hatch since it does not allow P-stranding, as we observed earlier. Ex-
traction out of PP is thus impossible due to conditions on movement such as the Phase
Impenetrability Condition (PIC) (Chomsky 2001). To the extent that islands/phases only
constrain movement not binding, it can be argued that achike can freely bind and license
a null resumptive pronoun inside the PP, since it does not involve movement. On the other
hand, the movement of achoj should be banned due to the presence of the PP boundary.
This is illustrated in (12).
(12) a. [CP Achikei [C [TP . . . [PP . . . [DP . . . [proi]]]]]
b. *[CP [Achoj DP]i [C [TP . . . [PP . . . [DP . . . [ti]]]]]
Therefore, the well-formedness of (11) and the ungrammaticality/degraded status of (8b)
and (9b) are explained by our proposal. One can then argue that the counterexample of
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achike to the generalization that any extraction out of PP is impossible is only apparent.
The difference between achike and achoj is simply reduced to the different way of chain
formation: One involves a resumptive chain, whereas the other a movement chain. We
will address a deeper question why resumption is only possible in a possessor position in
Kaqchikel in Section 5.
3.3 Quantifier Scope Asymmetry
It has been claimed by May (1985), Collins (1991), and Lasnik and Saito (1994) among
many others that (13a) is ambiguous between a group reading and a pair-list reading, while
(13b) is unambiguous: The latter only has a group reading (cf. Chierchia (1993)).
(13) a. Whati did everyone buy ti for Max?
group reading: What is the x such that everyone bought x? (what > every)
pair-list reading: For every x, what did x buy? (every > what)
b. Whoi ti bought everything for Max?
→Unambiguous: only group reading (May 1985: 38-39)
On the group reading, a wh phrase takes scope over the universal quantifier. On the
pair-list reading, on the other hand, the universal quantifier takes scope over the wh phrase.
To capture the difference between (13a) and (13b) with respect to available readings and
particularly the pailr-list reading, let us state the following condition on the pair-list reading.
(14) Condition on pair-list readings
WHi . . . QP . . . ti
In the overt syntax the trace/copy of a wh phrase must be c-commanded by a
quantifier.
One can now see that (13a) satisfies this condition, as the trace of the object wh phrase is
c-commanded by the universal quantifier in the overt syntax. The availability of a pair-list
reading thus follows. Since what is moved in (13b) is the subject wh phrase, the universal
quantifier does not c-command the trace of the wh phrase in the overt syntax. (13b) thus
lacks a pair-list reading.
Let us now turn to Kaqchikel. Our proposal predicts that in examples parallel to (13a)
interrogatives with achoj should be ambiguous between a group reading and a pair-list
reading. This is because achoj involves movement and leaves a trace/copy in the object
position that will be c-commanded by the quantifier in the subject position. On the other
hand, it can be predicted that possessor interrogatives with achike should lack a pair-list
reading since they do not involve movement and hence do not leave a trace/copy. Fol-
lowing Doron (1982) (see also Sharvit (1999)), I claim that what is really relevant to the
availability of pair-list readings is the trace/copy of a wh phrase, not a resumptive pronoun,
irrespective of the phonetic content of a resumptive pronoun. As the following examples
show, this prediction is indeed borne out. (15a) is ambiguous in that it has both group and
pair-list readings. In contrast, (15b) lacks a pair-list reading and hence is unambiguous. The
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quantifier scope asymmetry between achike and achoj thus provides further support for the
proposed non-uniform Merge.
(15) a. [Achoj
whose
ru-tz’i]i
A3sg.-dog
x-φ-ki-ch’ey
PRFV-B3sg.-A3pl.-hit
chekonojel
everyone
ti?
“Whose dog did everyone hit?” (OK: group reading, OK: pair-list reading)
b. Achikei
whose
?(chike
(among
rje’)
them)
x-φ-ki-ch’ey
PRFV-B3sg.-A3pl.-hit
chekonojel
everyone
[ru-tz’i
A3g.-dog
proi]?
“Whose dog did everyone hit?” (OK: group reading, *: pair-list reading)
It is also relevant to note that general WH achike behaves differently from possessor achike
in that the former is actually ambiguous between the two relevant readings in the case of
object wh questions.
(16) a. Achikei
WH
x-φ-ki-loq’
PRFV-B3sg.-A3pl.-buy
chekonojel ti
everyone
che
for
xta
CL
Maria?
Maria
“What did everyone buy for Maria?” (OK: group reading, OK: pair-list read-
ing)
b. Achikei
WH
x-φ-loq’-o ti
PRFV-B3sg.-buy-AF
nojel?
everything
“Who bought everyting?” (OK: group reading, *: pair-list reading)
This strongly suggests that general WH achike involves movement, as opposed to possessor
achike. We have demonstrated that our proposal can be further supported by the fact that it
correctly predicts the quantifier scope asymmetry between achike and achoj.
3.4 Two Types of Possessor Wh Phrases and Agent Focus (AF)
As in many other Mayan languages, A-bar extraction of the ergative subject (i.e. wh ques-
tion, relativization, clefts etc.) in Kaqchikel triggers a special morphological marking on
the verb called Agent Focus: -o¨, o’, or o in root transitives, or -n in derived transitives, and
detransitivizes the verb. As a result, the verb bears only a Set B (absolutive) agreement.
Consider the examples in (17).
(17) a. Achike
WH
x-φ-u-tz’et
PRFV-B3sg.-A3sg.-see
ri
the
achi?
man
“Who did the man see?”
b. Achike
WH
x-φ-tz’et-o
PRFV-B3sg.-see-AF
ri
the
achi?
man
“Who saw the man?” (Ajsivinac and Henderson to appear)
In (17a) the object wh phrase is raised, and the verb is transitive in that it has two sets of
agreement. On the other hand, (17b) represents a case in which the ergative wh subject is
extracted. Notice that the verb bears the AF morphology -o, and it only has a Set B (abso-
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lutive) agreement because it is detransitivized 8.
Many different proposals have been made to explain the nature of AF (Aissen 1999, Aj-
sivinac and Henderson to appear, Dayley 1981). For convenience, I will adopt the movement-
based account by Coon et al. (2011) and Coon (2011), and especially the latter. These
works focus on a particular characteristic of those languages that display AF, building on
the insights of Tada (1993). The AF languages such as Q’anjob’al and Kaqchikel are high
absolutive languages: In the verbal agreement template of these languages an absolutive
agreement morpheme precedes both an ergative agreement morpheme and the verb stem.
By contrast, non-AF languages such as Chol are low absolutive languages in that an ab-
solutive agreement morpheme appears in a lower position in the verbal template than an
ergative agreement morpheme and the verb stem.
Assuming that absolutive Case is assigned by T and ergative Case by v (Legate 2008),
Coon et al. (2011) and Coon (2011) take the high-absolutive property of AF languages a
step further. They claim that absolutive objects always raise to the edge of vP to receive
absolutive Case from T9. If the object stays within VP, it cannot receive absolutive Case
from T due to the PIC, on the assumption that vP is a phase10. This derives the configuration
in (18).
(18) [C . . . [TP T . . . [vP OBJ(=ABS) [SUBJ(=ERG) [v [VP V OBJ ]]]]]]
Crucially, when the probe C attracts the ergative subject, the raised absolutive object blocks
the extraction of the ergative subject, given the locality condition on movement (e.g. Rela-
tivized Minimality (Rizzi 1990) or Minimal Link Condition (Chomsky 1995)). Unless there
is any last-resort strategy, no transitive subjects can be A-bar extracted in AF languages.
In this regard, they claim that the AF morpheme serves as such a last-resort strategy by
assigning Case to the object. To the extent that the motivation for object raising correlates
with the assignment of absolutive Case, it can be argued that the object no longer needs to
raise due to the Case assignment by the AF morpheme. As a result, the probe C can attract
the subject since there is no intervening absolutive object. This yields an AF construction.
Movement-based accounts of AF such as Coon et al. (2011) and Coon (2011) predict
that not only subject extraction but also subextraction from the subject should trigger AF.
In AF languages like Kaqchikel, the absolutive object always blocks the A-bar extraction
of the ergative subject, as we saw above. If this is the case, the extraction out of the ergative
subject should be also blocked by the absolutive object for the same reason as in the case of
subject extraction. This will then make AF a diagnostic for movement vs. non-movement.
Recall that achike cannot pied-pipe any noun and instead must appear in Spec-CP by itself.
8The AF construction should be distinguished from antipassives since the patient argument in the former
is not demoted to an oblique as the one in the latter is. Thus the AF construction is syntactically transitive,
although it is morphologically intransitive.
9Coon et al. (2011) and Coon (2011) assume, following Woolford (2000), that the absolutive morphemes
are pronominal clitics. It is further assumed that like other DPs, these pronouns require Case in order to be
licensed.
10I depart slightly from Coon et al. (2011) and Coon (2011) in the illustration of the relevant structure.
To correctly block the extraction of the subject over the object, I assume that the object and the subject in
specifier positions of vP are not equidistant from C.
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If achike involved movement, one could analyze it as a subextraction case since it would
always have to move out of a DP to which it is a complement. If the surface position of
achike is derived via movement when it is associated with the subject, it should trigger AF
since it is subextracted from the subject. If achike does not involve movement but is base-
generated in Spec-CP as we have proposed, on the other hand, we do not expect to observe
AF in a case where achike is associated with the subject. Concerning achoj, we observed in
Section 2 that it cannot be extracted out of the subject since it must in general pied-pipe its
possessum. We cannot thus construct a complete minimal pair between achike and achoj
regarding AF. However it is still possible to test our proposal with achoj by constructing
an example that involves subject extraction. Our proposal predicts that achoj triggers AF
since it involves movement. Let us consider the data in (19).
(19) a. [Achoj
whose
ru-tz’i]i
A3sg.-dog
x-a-ba-o ti
PRFV-B2sg.-bite-AF
(rat)?
you
“Whose dog bit you”
b. *[Achoj
whose
ru-tz’i]i
A3sg.-dog
x-a-r-ba ti
PRFV-B2sg.-A3sg.-bite
(rat)?
you
c. Achikei
whose
?(chike
(among
rje’)
them)
x-a-r-ba
PRFV-B2sg.-A3sg.-bite
ru-tz’i proi
A3sg.-dog
(?rat)?
you
d. *Achikei
whose
?(chike
(among
rje’)
them)
x-a-ba-o
PRFV-B2sg.-bite-AF
ru-tz’i proi
A3sg.-dog
(?rat)?
you
In (19a) achoj and the possessum noun are extracted out of the subject position. Crucially,
AF is triggered as can be detected by the AF morpheme on the verb. As shown by (19b), the
absence of the AF morphology would result in ungrammaticality. This is expected by our
proposal as achoj is argued to undergo movement. On the other hand, AF is not triggered
in (19c) with achike even if achike is associated with the subject. As (19d) indicates, the
presence of the AF morpheme would render the sentence ungrammatical. If achike involved
movement, it would be expected to trigger AF, contrary to fact. Here again, our proposal
can explain the absence of AF in the case of achike. Therefore, the proposed non-uniform
Merge of a possessor wh phrase can correctly predict the asymmetric behavior between
achoj and achike regarding the availability of AF.
4. Clause-Mate Condition
The proposal so far makes some incorrect predictions about the range of island violations
that should be observable with achike. The solution that I will propose in this section will
also play a crucial role in Section 5, where we will address the distribution of resumption
in Kaqchikel.
The discussions in the preceding sections have argued for a non-movement analysis
of achike, in contrast to achoj. This suggests that achike should violate island constraints.
On the other hand, we would expect achoj to display island effects, as it is derived via
movement, which should be constrained by islands (Ross 1967). As it turns out, however,
the first of these predictions is not confirmed. Both achike and achoj display both strong
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and weak island effects such as Wh island, Complex NP and Adjunct island. For reasons of
space, I only provide the data of Complex NP in (20) 11.
(20) a. *[Achoj
whose
ru-tz’i]i
A3sg.-dog
x-φ-a-tz’et
PRFV-B3sg.-A2sg.-see
[ri
DET
achin
man
ri
DET
[x-φ-ch’ey-o
PRFV-B3sg.-hit-AF
ti]]?
“(intended) Whose dog did you see the man who hit?”
b. *Achikei
whose
(chiek
(among
rje’)
them)
x-φ-a-tz’et
PRFV-B3sg.-A2sg.-see
[ri
DET
achin
man
ri
DET
[x-φ-ch’ey-o
PRFV-B3sg.-hit-AF
ru-tz’i
A3sg.-dog
proi]]?
In this respect, Kaqchikel appears to contrast sharply with other resumptive languages such
as Irish and Hebrew. It has been observed by McCloskey (1979, 1990) and Borer (1984)
that island effects are absent in relative clauses with a resumptive pronoun, whereas relative
clauses formed by movement display island sensitivity. Here we are faced with the paradox
that achike suggests movement on the one hand (i.e., island sensitivity), yet does not on the
other (i.e., extraction asymmetry, quantifier scope asymmetry, AF asymmetry). It is also
important to recall that the dependency between achike and pro can be formed across the
PP boundary, which we assume to be an island, as we observed in Section 3.2.
I propose that a resumptive operator (i.e., achike) and a null resumptive pronoun (i.e.,
pro) in Kaqchikel must meet the Clause-Mate Condition (see Iatridou (1994) for a precursor
of this proposal). Here “clause” is intended to mean CP. The condition can be stated in (21).
(21) Clause-Mate Condition on the Resumptive Chain (CCRC)
The resumptive operator (i.e., achike) and its variable (i.e., pro) must be Clause-
Mate when the former is External-Merged.
Combined with our proposal, which holds that achike be External-Merged into Spec-CP,
the CCRC forces it to be External-Merged into the same CP as a resumptive pronoun. Let
us now show that the CCRC can resolve the paradox we stated above. The CCRC derives
the configuration in (22) for the long-distance dependencies of achike.
(22) [CP2 Achikei (Internal-Merge) . . . [CP1 ti (External-Merge) [ . . . [DP . . .
[proi]]]]]
Achike is External-Merged into the embedded Spec-CP to satisfy the CCRC since pro ap-
pears in the embedded clause. Achike then undergoes movement to the matrix Spec-CP in
order to take scope. It is also important to note that the CCRC seems to be a pure syn-
tactic condition on the licensing of a resumptive pronoun in (at least) Kaqchikel, given
that movement to a scope-taking position is independently needed in (22). Since the data
we examined in preceding sections involve a simple clause, it happens to be the case that
11It is confirmed that the long-distance dependencies with both achike and achoj are grammatical in the
absence of islands.
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quantification (i.e., the scope-determination of a wh phrase) and satisfaction of the CCRC
both take place at the root Spec-CP, or the only position for meeting the two needs in a
simple clause. The non-movement properties of achike observed in Section 3.2 through
3.4 can be thus captured: Achike is not derived via movement, insofar as a single clause is
involved. When CP1 and CP2 in (22) are separated by an island, however, the movement
from the embedded Spec-CP crosses the island, resulting in an island violation. This can
straightforwardly account for the presence of island effects with achike in (20). The CCRC
can also explain the absence of island effects across the PP boundary in the case of achike
within a single clause. Since there is no CP boundary between an operator position and PP,
achike can bind pro within PP from Spec-CP (see Imanishi (2012) for more predictions of
the CCRC). The CCRC can also capture the difference between Irish and Hebrew on the
one hand and Kaqchikel on the other regarding island effects: The resumptive constructions
in the former violate island constraints. I claim that the CCRC is not operative in Hebrew
and Irish, while it is in Kaqchikel. In other words, in Hebrew and Irish the operator that
binds a resumptive pronoun can be merged into the higher clause than the one containing
the resumptive pronoun, which is separated by the island. Due to the absence of the CCRC,
the operator can bind the resumptive pronoun without involving movement. The relevant
contrast between Kaqchikel and Irish/Hebrew is illustrated in (23).
(23) a. *[CP2 Op = achikei . . . [island . . . [CP1 ti [ . . . [DP . . . [proi]]]]]] Kaqchikel
b. [CP2 Opi . . . [island . . . [CP1 [ . . . [resumptive pronouni]]]]]] Irish/Hebrew
Therefore island effects do not arise, just as variable binding is possible across the island
boundary (see Imanishi (2012) for a more detailed discussion about the parametric dif-
ference between Irish/Hebrew and Kaqchikel regarding the availability of the CCRC, and
the extension of the CCRC to other languages). As we will claim in the next section, the
relevant difference will also play a key role in explaining the distribution of resumption in
Kaqchikel and Hebrew/Irish-type languages.
5. The Distribution of Null Resumption in Kaqchikel
The non-uniform Merge of a possessor wh phrase that we have advocated throughout the
paper rests crucially on the postulation of a null resumptive pronoun (pro) in a specific po-
sition, i.e., a DP-internal possessor position. In fact, we have observed that other positions
such as subjects and objects cannot be resumptive pronouns, and instead they must undergo
movement: These positions make use of general WH achike. If I can explain the limited
distribution of a resumptive pronoun in Kaqchikel, therefore, this can render plausibility
to the whole proposal. To do this, I need to exclude all the positions except the possessor
position as candidates for resumption. I claim that the limited possibility of resumption
in the language follows from the combination of two independently motivated conditions
(i.e., the CCRC and the Highest Subject Restriction), and a particular structural position of
an absolutive object.
It has been observed that in productive resumptive languages like Hebrew (Shlonsky
1992, Borer 1984) and Irish (McCloskey 1990, 2006) gaps and resumptive pronouns vary
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freely in embedded subject, and all direct positions of A-bar related constructions such as
relativization and wh questions. As is well-known, however, the highest subject of a clause
cannot be resumptive in Irish and Hebrew among other resumptive languages. This is called
the Highest Subject Restriction (HSR) (McCloskey 1979, 1990). The highest subject must
be instead a gap. This is shown by the Irish data in (24) from McCloskey (2006).
(24) *fear
man
na´r
C-NEG-PAST
fhan
remained
(*se´)
he
sa
at
bhaile
home
“a man that didn’t stay at home”
While I abstract away from details about how the HSR can be formalized due to space
limitation, the gist of the proposals such as McCloskey (1990) is that a resumptive pronoun
in the highest subject position is too close to its operator within a certain domain (i.e., the
complete functional complex) and hence ruled out. On the other hand, resumptive pronouns
in the embedded subject and the object positions are far enough from the operator.
We are now in a position to show that all the subject positions including the matrix
(i.e., the highest) and embedded subjects in Kaqchikel are excluded as the candidates for
resumption. Let us suppose that the HSR is operative in Kaqchikel as in other resumptive
languages. Recall that Kaqchikel independently has the CCRC in (21). I claim that the com-
bination of the HSR and the CCRC, both of which are independently motivated, rules out
all the subject positions for resumption. Whenever an resumptive operator is introduced, it
must be merged into the Spec-CP in the clause where a resumptive pronoun appears due to
the CCRC. As a result, a resumptive pronoun in all the subject positions is always too close
to the operator, and hence is excluded. In contrast, as argued in (23), a resumptive operator
in Irish and Hebrew can be distant enough from the resumptive pronoun in long-distance
dependencies since they lack the CCRC. Embedded subjects, not the highest subjects, can
be thus resumptive: They ban the resumptive pronouns only in the highest subject positions.
One can now see that the CCRC provides a unified account of the presence/absence of is-
land effects on the one hand, and the distributional difference of resumption on the other
between Kaqchikel and Irish/Hebrew-type languages: If the CCRC is operative in a given
language along with the HSR, the language bans every resumptive subject and exhibits
island effects (i.e., Kaqchikel). If the CCRC is not operative in the language, in contrast,
neither of these is observable in the language (i.e., Irish/Hebrew type languages).
Let us now consider how to exclude object positions in Kaqchikel. Recall from 3.4
that the absolutive object always raises to a position higher than the ergative subject for
a Case reason in (18). This suggests that the object is always available for extraction be-
cause of the absence of an intervening element between the probe C and the goal object.
To the extent that the motivation for the last-resort strategic insertion of an AF morpheme
is the presence of an intervening element (i.e., the absolutive object), the language cannot
employ resumption, another last-resort strategy for the object (see also Shlonsky (1992)
and Pesetsky (1998) among others). As a result, the only position that allows resumption
is an ergative possessor position. Therefore, we can account for the limited distribution of
resumption in Kaqchikel.
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6. Conclusion
I have argued for the existence of resumption in Kaqchikel on the basis of the analysis of
a possessor interrogative, which allows non-uniform Merge of a possessor wh phrase. Our
analysis has uncovered that the resumptive dependencies in Kaqchikel are constrained by
the CCRC. The CCRC can capture a difference between Kaqchikel on the one hand and
Irish and Hebrew on the other regarding (i) the presence/absence of island effects and (ii)
the distribution of resumption. The limited distribution of resumption in Kaqchikel can be
explained by (i) the combination of the CCRC and the HSR and (ii) the particular structural
position of an absolutive object.
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